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Reflecting Skin - Agony Star - 9-song CD ★★★

Engineered by John Degregorio, Daisuke Fuchigami, and Dave Kirkpatrick at Supersonics
Studios, Cambridge, MA; Mixed by Bruce McFarlane, Los Angeles, CA; Mastered by Colin
Decker, M-Works, Cambridge, MA

Man, she’s got a sweet voice. It’s a five-member outfit of rock songs with an avant edge.
Got some moody bits like “Snake” with its dreamy echoed guitar intro and synth pad filling
up the floor like an overflowing bath tub (would a brook be a better assimilation?). “Snake”
moves into a hypnotic drum groove with some sung vocals, some spoken. Got some creative
guitar happenings herein – not just the four-chord dribble of washed-up changes. Fourth

song, “Remember Me” is exemplary with its repeating guitar figure and odd-time feel.
Other titles of note: “Last In Heaven,” “Shadow Of Your World,” “One,” and “I Dream, You Sleep.” Interesting title

that. It’s a dark song in a minor key (most of the dark ones are). Slow tempo, morbid melody, and that sweet voice
over all. Contact: www.reflectingskin.net

- L.A. Joe

Stic ky - 10-song CD  ★★★1/4
Produced by Sticky, Mike Koppelman, and Rob Ignazio; Recorded and Mixed at Wellspring
Sound, Acton, MA; Additional tracking at Porter Square Recording Studios, Somerville, MA;
Recorded and Mixed by Mike Koppelman; Mastered by Jonathan Wyner and Matthew
Azvedo at M-Works, Cambridge, MA

I quote from the enclosed info. sheet: “Sticky is a rock band. They warm up their amps, find
decent riffs, and create songs that remind all of us why we listen to rock and roll.” I concur.
They remind me of The Rolling Stones; five-member outfit, simple, rough-hewn guitar licks,
and a lead vocalist with deliciously devil-may-care vocal delivery that Mick made famous.

Actually, there are four band members in each photo but they list five members on that info. sheet (hmmm. New
guy?). So…onto the fave tunes list: “Folk Like Me” tickles with its hooked-up bass line and sleepy vocals. It’s got a
simple slide guitar solo as well. Others: “Black Bird” with its almost-a-reggae groove, “City Sleeps,” “Nooner,” and
“Friends” wraps it up nicely. Contact: stickytheband@aol.com or www.stickymusic.net

- L.A. Stoned

Todd Royce - Step Into The Light - 11-song CD  ★★★

Recorded at Fairmount St, Joetown, and Barnone Studio; Produced by Todd Royce Morton;
Mastered by Mike Starsfield at  Frankford-Wayne Mastering Labs, NYC;

Do you have to be Southern to credibly sing the blues? Do you have to be black? Yes, peo-
ple like Eric Clapton - or, more locally, James Montgomery - have proven that you do not
have to be from Mississippi or have great-grandparents who worked the cotton fields in
order to be taken seriously. Still, a white boy from New England is bound to have some cred-
ibility issues when he attacks this genre. Such is the dilemma of Todd Royce, who has done
an admirable job of not sounding too self-conscious here, although the results are decided-

ly mixed. The first track, “Slow Change,” kicks off with a solid beat, and the gruff-yet-controlled voice of Royce grunt-
ing over a clean guitar and bass set-up. The lyrics are the typical “I lost my girl years ago, but I’ve grown a lot since
then” variety. Royce definitely has the chops, sounding at times like a student at the feet of Stevie Ray Vaughan,
but some of the lyrics (“I relate to the darker things in this world/ Not exactly the evil side of human nature, just the
sorrow and the nomenclature” - hard to picture that line going over big at a Southern juke joint, isn’t it?) are a little
too wordy to work. “Step Into The Light” does have its moments, though, in songs that genuinely swing like “Some-
times Rain,” or in the instrumental breaks of “Piece of Your Mind.” It ain’t easy being a white boy singing the blues,
and Todd Royce demonstrates that, while it can be done, it is sometimes a hit-or-miss affair. Contact: 207-439-9747/
www.toddroyce.com

- Neal Alpert
The Bomb Squad - Sophistafunk - 10-song CD  ★★★★

Recorded at Carriage House Recording Studios, Stamford, CT; Executive Producer: Ian
McHugh Engineered, Mixed, and Mastered by John Shyloski

Back in college, the weekend usually started with a trip to the liquor store, a bunch of kids
meeting up at a friend’s house, and slipping the Deep Banana Blackout CD into the stereo
for some funk’n’soul music. The star vocalist with Deep Banana, Jen Durkin, was the high-
light of that disc, and it was always with great anticipation that friends and I would await their
next area concert. Durkin left the group back in 2000, and with that, a small, fun little era
seemed to be over. Within the past several months, however, Durkin hooked up with a band

called Bomb Squad, played some terrific area shows, created quite a buzz, and recorded Sophistifunk. The long
wait for a new Durkin album is over, and the result is a pretty damn good party record. It is easy to picture the
current crop of college kids plugging this disc in and starting the weekend with some good local funk, just like my
good old days. The set is much more funk-based than Deep Banana was, with the soul and more rock-oriented
sound gone, sadly. Still, this is a terrific disc, very close in sound to Jamaroqui, but with Durkin’s powerful vocals
giving the Bomb Squad the edge. Songs such as “True Thang,” “Keep On Movin’,” and “Hey Good Lookin’” prove
that funk is not a dead genre. As good as Sophistifunk is, though, one gets the feeling that this is only just the tip
of the iceberg of what this band is capable of bringing out next. Let the good times roll, kids. Contact: 203-254-3573/
www.bombsquadonline.com

- Neal Alpert


